Measurement of propulsive power and evaluation of propulsive performance from the wake of a self-propelled vehicle.
Propulsive efficiency is a key indicator of propulsive performance, but it can be difficult to measure when the propulsion system is integrated into the vehicle body because the average rate of useful work done propelling the vehicle (Wu) and/or the average mechanical power expended propelling the vehicle (Pmech) is not known directly. A general approach would be to determine either or both of (Wu) and (Pmech) from the vehicle wake. The present discussion demonstrates that only (Pmech) can be determined from the flow crossing a plane a fixed (average) distance downstream of the vehicle. A method for measuring (Pmech) is presented using the observation that the power required to tow a permeable obstruction behind the vehicle depends on (Pmech). Several methods for evaluating propulsive performance using [Formula: see text] are proposed, including the definition of an equivalent jet velocity and corresponding Froude efficiency if the time-averaged mass flow rate through the propulsion system is known. If only (Pmech) is known, the recommended measure of propulsive performance is a power coefficient defined analogous to a drag coefficient.